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INSTALL A TINY-HOUSE IN YOUR GARDEN TO 
HOST HOMELESS PERSONS INCLUDING REFUGEES

The persons identified by our partner le Samusocial de 
Paris (refugees, homeless...) are followed during one year, 
in order to help then to get a job and an accommodation.

The tiny-house is made of eco-materials and is optimised 
as much as possible to avoid the losses of energy.

Hosts and guests meet each other, share and exchange, 
while preserving their intimacy thanks to separated 
accommodations.

The making of the tiny house is the time for a professio-
nal eco-construction training, and the actual building is 
done thanks to a community volunteering project.

By being integrated into urban fabric, the tiny house 
fights urban sprawl and exclusion towards outskirts.
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The tiny-house was made to welcome one or two persons. 
It has a living-room, a kitchen, a bathroom (with shower 
and toilets), one mezzanine with two or one bed and a 
winter garden. The structure is made of traditional 
carpentry while the winter garden is made of 
polycarbonate to enable the light to softly enter the house.

The tiny-house is installed for free in the garden of the 
volunteer family during two years. At the end of this 
period, they can renew the contract and continue to host, 
or they can stop the experience. In this last case, the
tiny-house is placed in another garden.



In My BackYard was first developed with our partner 
D.A.T. Pangea and received the 1st honor mention at the 
challenge «From Border to Home» of the Museum of 
Finnish architecture. 
 
The project was then exposed at the 2016 Biennale di 
Venezia and on the river banks of the Seine in Paris for 
«Cap sur la cop 22» organised by the municipality.

In 2017, the first tiny-house was installed in the garden of 
a family in the municipality of Montreuil and enables today 
to welcome refugees.



IMBY’s approach aims to overcome the spatial logic that excludes and 
segregates precariousness, whether it is migrants’ one or ill-housed one.
For them, IMBY tends to build a bridge toward society, and a social links 
with a familly, which is already integrated.

By building small units fitting in well in the urban fabric, IMBY supports 
social mix in the city, while offering a social and cultural opportunity, to 
both host and welcomed person.

Talking about springboard means sustaining the hosted person by a 
social follow-up, carried out by our social partner: Le Samusocial de 
Paris. Social follow-up includes administrative and juridical support, 
support to encounter a job and a flat, and psychological support.

THE APPROACH

SPRING BOARD

SOCIAL FOLLOW-UP

THE AIM OF THE PROJECT: GIVE SOME TIME WITH A HOME 
IN ORDER TO CREATE A NEW PROJECT OF LIFE



The installation of the tiny-house is the occasion of an 
intercultural meeting of young people around the topic of 
social architecture. For the first time, persons from 
different nationalities (Afghan, French, Sudanese, Iranian, 
German...) gathered in Montreuil to finish the tiny-house. 
 
During this week, they could exchange about their own 
cultures but also learn eco-construction technics and 
more wooden constructions technics (wood work, plum-
bing, electricity, conception of the stairs, assembling the 
wintergarden...).



Quatorze is a non-profit organization, promoting, 
testing and spreading a social and solidarity 
approach to a resilient and agile city. As an 
architecture manufacture, it leads a variety of 
projects, from design to building.
 
Quatorze leads numerous projects within 
shantytowns. WE-CO construction works imple-
mented community kitchens and sanitary facilities 
thanks to several months of dialogue and commu-
nity construction projects.

From design to production, Quatorze carries 
out several construction projects. Co-design and 
co-construction are its favorite tools to place the 
user at the center of the development.



CONTACT

Website : imby.fr
You’ll find all the main information about the projet on 
our website.

www.facebook.com/imbyeu
To follow the project week after week. We post pictures, 
articles, videos to keep our community updated on the 
current events around IMBY.
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